
IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA

In Re: Senior Health Insurance
Company of Pennsylvania
(in Rehabilitation)

:
:
: No. 1 SHP 2020

INTERVENOR STATE INSURANCE REGULATORS’
APPLICATION TO RECONSIDER ORDER GRANTING

REHABILITATOR’S ORAL MOTION REGARDING ISSUE
STATE RATE APPROVAL OPTION

Pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 123, 3776 and 2542 and the Court’s May 21, 2021

bench ruling, the Intervenors Superintendent of Insurance of the State of Maine,

Commissioner of Insurance of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and

Insurance Commissioner of the State of Washington (the “State Insurance

Regulators”) hereby request that the Court reconsider its May 21, 2021 order

granting the oral motion “in the nature of a directed verdict” of the Pennsylvania

Insurance Commissioner as Rehabilitator (“Rehabilitator”) of Senior Health

Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (“SHIP”) concerning the “issue state rate

approval option.” The Rehabilitator made the motion at the conclusion of the

hearing on the Rehabilitator’s application for approval of the Second Amended

Plan of Rehabilitation (“Plan”) on May 21, 2021. The Court granted the motion in

an oral ruling without a statement of reasons. The Court stated that the State

Insurance Regulators could seek reconsideration in their post hearing filing. The

State Insurance Regulators file this application to promptly present the issue.
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Background

In their November 30, 2020 Filing Regarding Witnesses and Exhibits, the

State Insurance Regulators noted that several objections presented in their Formal

Comments and Amended Formal Comments present legal issues that could be

decided through briefing based on the Amended Plan and did not require an

evidentiary hearing. Intervenor State Insurance Regulators’ Filing Regarding

Witnesses and Exhibits (November 30, 2020) at 4. This included “objections

based on the Amended Plan’s attempt to supersede rate regulation by other States

(the objections that displacement of other States’ regulation is not authorized by

the Pennsylvania statutes, violates the Full Faith and Credit Clause, and should be

rejected based on comity).” Id. at 4-5.

At the February 24, 2021 pre-hearing conference, the Rehabilitator proposed

that the parties file prehearing memoranda because they “will be helpful to the

parties and the Court in identifying the issues, particularly because the bulk of the

objections are legal questions rather than purely factual questions.” February 24,

2021 Transcript (“February 24 Tr.”) at 7 (emphasis added) (cited pages attached as

Exhibit A).1 The State Insurance Regulators proposed that these legal issues be

1 The State Insurance Regulators had objected to the initial Plan and the Amended Plan for
many reasons. They had objected on the basis that the displacement of state rate review
exceeded statutory authority, violated the Full Faith and Credit Clause, and failed to accord
comity to other states. They had also contended that the Plan was not feasible, not fair and
equitable, failed to satisfy the test of Neblett v. Carpenter, 305 U.S. 297 (1937), and was contrary
to the interest of policyholders. See Filing Concerning Witnesses and Exhibits at 6-19
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decided in advance of the evidentiary hearing. February 24 Tr. 26. The Court

recognized that the State Insurance Regulators’ arguments included that the Plan

was illegal because it “sidestepped” the requirements of Maine, Massachusetts and

Washington for review of rates. February 24 Tr. at 27-28, 40. However, the Court

determined to proceed with all evidence and legal argument at the hearing.

February 24 Tr. 41. On February 25, 2021, the Court issued an order directing the

parties to file pre-hearing memoranda including witness narratives and exhibits on

April 5, 2021 and to file rebuttal pre-hearing memoranda on April 19, 2021. The

order provided that the hearing would commence on May 17, 2021.

On April 5, 2021, the State Insurance Regulators filed their Pre-Hearing

Memorandum along with a Filing Regarding Witnesses and Exhibits and a Witness

Narrative. As pertinent here, the State Insurance Regulators contended in their

Pre-Hearing Memorandum that the provisions of the Plan providing for the

Rehabilitator to set rates applicable in all States were not authorized by

Pennsylvania law, violated the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the United States

Constitution, should not be approved as a matter of comity to other States, and that

(November 30, 2020); Amended Formal Comments at 2-8 (November 30, 2020); Formal
Comments at 4-14 (September 30, 2020).
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the so-called “opt-out” did not cure the violation. State Insurance Regulators’ Pre-

Hearing Memorandum (April 5, 2021) (“SIR Mem.”) at 37-51.2

The hearing on the Rehabilitator’s application for approval of the Plan

commenced on May 17, 2021. The record closed on May 21, 2021.

During his opening colloquy with the Court, counsel for the State Insurance

Regulators stated that they appeared “for each of the reasons articulated in our

memorandum,” to which the Court responded “Okay.” Hearing Transcript (“Tr.”)

546. Based upon the pre-hearing proceedings, counsel then stated:

We believe there are an array, and the Court, I believe, has asked us
not to address those issues in the hearing for good reasons, we are not
addressing them, but we have outlined all the legal impediments to the plan.
In the scheduling conference, I suggested that we deal with the legal issues
first because we believe this plan is unlawful. We are not addressing them
today, but we reserve every one of those legal arguments.

Tr. 546. The Court did not disagree with this approach. Instead, after counsel

made a brief comment addressing standing, the Court responded “I think I have a

better understanding of why you are here today, and I think I would like to hear

your proffer and then we will call your witness.” Tr. 547. Counsel then briefly

described the anticipated testimony of the State Insurance Regulators’ witness and

proceeded to present the witness. Tr. 547-549.

2 Among other things, the State Insurance Regulators also contended that the Plan was not
feasible, not fair and equitable, failed to satisfy the Neblett standard, and was contrary to the
interest of policyholders. SIR Mem. at 16-30.
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At the close of the hearing, the Rehabilitator orally applied “for judgment in

the nature of a directed verdict on the issue of the rehabilitator’s right to effect

policy modifications otherwise known as the issue state rate approval option.” Tr.

981. The Rehabilitator appeared to contend that the State Insurance Regulators

had not put in evidence that the States and their regulators and policyholders were

harmed by the “issue state rate approval option.” Tr. 982-987. The Rehabilitator

concluded by requesting “judgment in the nature of a directed verdict on the issue

of the issue state rate approval option, and deny that that issue could form the basis

on which the plan may not be approved.” Tr. 988.

The State Insurance Regulators opposed the motion on the grounds that all

legal issues raised in the pre-hearing memorandum were preserved during their

opening colloquy with the Court, that the unique rehabilitation plan presented

foundational legal questions and had national implications, and that the State

Insurance Regulators’ witness addressed the question of constitutional compliance.

Tr. 988-990.

The Rehabilitator responded by clarifying that “[w]e’re not seeking a

directed verdict as to, generally, the questions of whether the plan is fair and

equitable or the exercise of the rehabilitator’s discretion generally. This is a

narrow motion, Your Honor, on the issue state rate approval option and the opt-out
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offer thereunder.” Tr. 991. It “focused on that narrow issue of the issue state rate

approval option rather than the entire plan.” Tr. 992.

The State Insurance Regulators responded that the rate review and approval

question is a legal question (Tr. 992), that the opening colloquy had reserved all

the legal issues in the State Insurance Regulators’ pre-hearing memorandum (Tr.

993), that state rate review and opt-out was a legal question of interpretation of the

language of the plan (Tr. 994), that Mr. Cantilo had testified regarding the

consequences of opt-out (Tr. 994), and that “[t]here’s a factual record based on the

testimony offered by the rehabilitator in this case on that question and it can be

looked at within the context of the legal question in interpreting that provision.”

Tr. at 995. The State Insurance Regulators noted that they had proposed to deal

with legal issues first, but the Court had preferred to deal with factual questions

and concluded that the issue had been preserved and should be addressed as part of

briefing. Tr. 995.

The Court then ruled: “The Court is going to grant the motion, Mr. Leslie

on behalf of your clients. You may make your case in your post hearing filing on

why the Court should reconsider that motion grant.” Tr. 995-996. The Court

provided no explanation of its ruling.
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ARGUMENT

I. The Rehabilitator’s Application and the Court’s Order Were
Premature, Vague and Confusing, Did Not Provide Proper Notice,
and Are an Unnecessary Departure from Orderly Proceedings.

As an initial matter, the State Insurance Regulators seek reconsideration

because the scope of the Rehabilitator’s application for judgment “in the nature of

a directed verdict” is unclear and as a result the Court’s order is ambiguous. The

application was made without notice as the Court and parties prepared to discuss

the schedule for post-hearing filings. Tr. 972-973, 981. The application sought a

“judgment” that is vague. The Rehabilitator repeatedly used the phrase “issue state

rate approval option” (Tr. 981, 988, 991) as if that phrase were meaningful. It may

be that the Rehabilitator was referring to the “opt-out” provision included in the

Plan, as if it could be separated from the larger concern over superseding State rate

approval statutes, but it is impossible to tell. The nature of the relief sought and

the scope of the issues on which the Rehabilitator apparently sought to prevent

briefing and decision was left open. As a consequence, the Court’s ruling granting

the application was also impermissibly vague. The application and the Court’s

unexplained ruling did not provide proper notice of the scope and effect of the

relief sought and granted.

The State Insurance Regulators were not given due notice of the application,

which only served to confuse the issues and, apparently, avoid consideration of
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their arguments on the merits. The application and ruling were also unnecessary.

The application was presented as the Court and parties were preparing to discuss

the schedule for post-hearing submissions. Tr. 972-973. The Rehabilitator

transparently sought to prevent consideration of unspecified issues pertaining to

state rate approval by the Court. However, this matter is not a jury case, but a

hearing on the Rehabilitator’s application for approval of the Plan under 40 P.S. §

221.16(d).3 The matter is to be decided by the Court. There was accordingly no

reason for the Rehabilitator to submit or for the Court to rule on a vague oral

application for “judgment” on an undefined issue. All matters should be addressed

in the post-hearing briefing, rather than through a ruling in which the Court

appears to take an issue away from itself.

If the Rehabilitator contends that an issue should not be heard or that the

Court should rule against the State Insurance Regulators on an issue, those

arguments should have been made as part of the post-hearing submissions. That

way, the Rehabilitator’s arguments would have been presented in an orderly

fashion, the State Insurance Regulators would have had a chance to consider and

respond to them, and the Court could issue a clear ruling with an explanation of

reasons. The only rationale for proceeding as the Rehabilitator did was to avoid

3 The hearing on the Rehabilitator’s application is not an adversarial proceeding under Pa.R.A.P.
3772(c) to which the rules of civil procedure would apply under Pa.R.A.P. 3783(b).
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having to address (and to avoid having the Court address) an issue that the

Rehabilitator clearly found troubling.

Furthermore, the Rehabilitator’s application improperly attempted to

pretermit decision on the merits of legal issues that the Court had deferred to the

hearing. As set forth above, the Rehabilitator recognized that the State Insurance

Regulators presented legal issues (February 24 Tr. 7) but opposed the State

Insurance Regulators’ request to address those issues before the hearing. February

24 Tr. 26 (State Insurance Regulators’ request), 32 (Rehabilitator’s response,

noting that she proposed “a process by which the parties will separately address the

legal issues”). The Court determined to address factual and legal issues at the

hearing, February 24 Tr. 41, and issued the February 25, 2021 Order setting up the

process accordingly. The State Insurance Regulators briefed the legal questions in

accordance with the schedule set by the Court. They also expressly incorporated

and reserved those issues as presented in the briefing in their opening statement to

the Court. Tr. 546. The Court accepted that approach without comment. Tr. 546-

547. Having established an orderly procedure to address the important legal issues

through briefing and then accepting the State Insurance Regulators’ reliance on

their memoranda in opening, the Court could not properly change course without

notice. The State Insurance Regulators did not waive any issue.
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Accordingly, the Court should reconsider its ruling and address the “issue

state rate approval option” question after briefing through the post-hearing filings

submitted under the schedule established at the close of the hearing and formalized

in its order of May 24, 2021.

II. The Rehabilitator’s Apparent Attempt to Escape Review of
Legal Questions Is Inconsistent with the Supervisory Role of
the Court in this Proceeding.

The statutes charge the Court with the responsibility of approving,

disapproving or modifying any plan of rehabilitation proposed by the Rehabilitator.

40 P.S. § 221.16.

The Commonwealth Court is empowered by the General Assembly to
supervise and review the activities and proposals of the Insurance
Commissioner while she undertakes the rehabilitation of an insolvent
insurer. 40 P.S. § 221.4(a); 42 Pa.C.S.A. § 761(a)(3). In overseeing the
course of rehabilitation, the Commonwealth Court is authorized to “approve
or disapprove the plan [or rehabilitation] proposed, or may modify it and
approve it as modified. . . .” 40 P.S. § 221.16(d). Therefore, in order for the
Plan to warrant the Commonwealth Court’s imprimatur it must be found to
be free from any abuse of the Rehabilitator’s discretion.

Foster v. Mutual Fire, Marine and Inland Ins. Co., 531 Pa. 598, 614 A.2d 1086,

1091 (1992) (“Mutual Fire II”) (emphasis added), cert. den. 506 U.S. 1080 and

1087 (1993).

In preparing a rehabilitation plan, the Rehabilitator is subject to both

statutory and constitutional requirements.

Our statutory provisions . . . properly place the responsibility on both
the Insurance Commissioner and the courts, the Commissioner being
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required to follow the statutory mandates and to use reasonable
discretion in the rehabilitation of a seized company, with abuses of
discretion to be checked by the judiciary.

Mutual Fire II, 614 A.2d at 1093 (quoting Kueckelhan v. Federal Old Line Ins.

Co., 444 P.2d 667, 674 (Wash. 1968)) (emphasis added). Accord Koken v. Legion

Ins. Co., 831 A.2d 1196, 1231-1232 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2003), aff’d sub nom. Koken v.

Villanova Ins. Co., 583 Pa. 400, 878 A.2d 51 (Pa. 2005). “Of course, the

Rehabilitator is constrained by constitutional mandate.” Mutual Fire I, 572 A.2d at

804.

It is an abuse of discretion for the Rehabilitator to propose (or the Court to

approve) a Plan that violates statutory or constitutional requirements. If the Plan is

based on an error of law, the Plan is an abuse of the Rehabilitator’s discretion. See

Bedford Downs Mgt. Corp. v. State Harness Racing Com’n, 592 Pa. 475, 926 A.2d

908, 916 (Pa. 2007) (“[I]f in reaching a conclusion the law is overridden or

misapplied, or the judgment exercised is manifestly unreasonable, or the result of

partiality, prejudice, bias, or ill-will, as shown by the evidence or the record,

discretion is abused.”) (quoting Mielcuszny et ux. v. Rosol, 317 Pa. 91, 176 A. 236,

237 (1934)) (emphasis added); Synthes USA Sales, LLC v. Harrison, 83 A.3d 242,

249 (Pa. Super. 2013) (same). “It is a paradigmatic abuse of discretion for a court

[or here the Rehabilitator] to base its judgment upon an erroneous view of the

law.” Commonwealth v. Taylor, 230 A.3d 1050, 1072 (Pa. 2020).
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Under these statutes and standards, it is ultimately the Court’s responsibility

to see that the Plan comports with applicable standards and is lawful. Motions “in

the nature of a directed verdict” have no place in this context. They are for

plaintiff-versus-defendant litigation where a jury is fact-finder. This is not an

adversarial proceeding in which the directed verdict rule of Pa.R.C.P. 226 could

apply. See note 3 above. The Court is the fact-finder, and it is acting as a

supervisor charged with reviewing and approving or disapproving or modifying a

plan of rehabilitation that will affect the rights of tens of thousands of

policyholders.

Given its supervisory role, the Court should only approve rehabilitation

plans that are demonstrably lawful. Here, foundational aspects of the Plan are of

dubious legality.4 The State Insurance Regulators have long maintained – in their

Formal Comments, Amended Formal Comments, Pre-Hearing Memorandum and

Rebuttal Pre-Hearing Memorandum – that the Plan’s attempt to supersede the rate-

approval authority of the other States violates the law. The Rehabilitator

acknowledges that this aspect of the Plan is “unprecedented.” Tr. 82.

4 Indeed, two actions are pending in Federal courts challenging the constitutionality of the Plan
on this basis. Donelon v. Altman – Case No. 20-00604, U.S. District Court, Middle District of
Louisiana; Farmer v. Altman – Case No. 21-00097, U.S. District Court for the District of South
Carolina.
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The Court itself recognized at the pre-hearing scheduling conference that the

State Insurance Regulators’ position is that the Plan “is illegal because Full Faith

and Credit Clause does not authorize this Court in ruling on a rehabilitation plan to

sidestep the requirements of the states of Maine, Massachusetts, and Washington

for review of every rate change.” February 24 Tr. 27. The Court also expressed its

understanding of the State Insurance Regulators’ “concern about your authority as

well as your responsibility.” February 24 Tr. 40.

In sum, the legality of the Plan is a matter of great public import, and the

Court should address it head-on. If the Plan is not lawful, the Court should not

approve the Plan and lend the Court’s imprimatur to it.

The Court’s ruling granting the Rehabilitator’s application appears to allow

the “issue state rate approval option” aspect of the Plan to escape scrutiny. The

Court should reconsider its grant of the application (a ruling made expressly

subject to reconsideration) so that it may properly fulfill its statutory role in

reviewing the Plan and these foundational issues. The Court should expressly

address whether the Plan’s disregard of state rate regulation is authorized by

Pennsylvania law, violates the Full Faith and Credit Clause, and breaches the

comity due other States, and whether the “opt-out” cures the violation. If the Court

intended its ruling as its decision on the merits of those issues, it should make that
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clear. If it intended something else, it should likewise make clear how and when

the merits of the Plan’s extra-territorial rate setting provisions will be joined.

III. The Order Should Be Reconsidered Because the Rehabilitator’s
Application Fails on the Record.

The Court should reconsider the order granting the Rehabilitator’s

application “in the nature of a directed verdict” because it does not meet the high

threshold for such a motion based upon the evidentiary record. “A directed verdict

may be granted only where the facts are clear and there is no room for doubt.”

Berg v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., Inc., 44 A.3d 1164, 1170 (Pa. Super. 2012)

(quoting Fetherolf v. Torosian, 759 A.2d 391, 393 (Pa. Super. 2000)). “In

deciding whether to grant a motion for directed verdict, the trial court must

consider the facts in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party and must

accept as true all evidence which supports that party’s contention and reject all

adverse testimony.” Id.

The Rehabilitator contended that a “directed verdict” was appropriate

because the State Insurance Regulators did not put on a witness concerning the

“issue state rate approval option.” However, if such a motion were appropriate in

the context of an application for approval of a rehabilitation plan, the Court must

consider all the evidence before it in the light most favorable to the State Insurance

Regulators. Here, the record includes the Plan and testimony by Mr. Cantilo and

Mr. Bodnar. That evidence shows that the Plan seeks to supersede the existing
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state rate approval system and enumerates the impact of the Plan (including its “opt

out” provision) on state regulators and the policyholders. The Plan and the

testimony provide a proper foundation for the Court to address what the

Rehabilitator has acknowledged are legal issues. The Rehabilitator’s application

and the Court’s ruling appear to treat them as solely factual and (disregarding the

State Insurance Regulators’ briefing of the issues in their pre-hearing memoranda)

as essentially uncontested.

The Plan was admitted into evidence as Exhibit RP-55. Tr. 225, 226. The

State Insurance Regulators rely on the express provisions of the Plan as grounds

for their legal arguments. Those provisions include:

 The Plan removes State insurance regulators from their role in

reviewing rates. The Plan provides that rate increases “will be

submitted to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania for approval

as part of the Plan” and specifies that “[t]he Rehabilitator will not seek

separate approval of the rate increases or benefit reductions from

insurance regulators in the state in which the policies were issued.”

Ex. RP-55 at 33; see id. at 106.

 The Plan criticizes the rate review process of the states. Ex. RP-55 at

19-20, 34, 88, 96, 102, 105. This displays hostility to the statutory

policies of the other States.
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 The Plan states the Rehabilitator’s position that the Court has

jurisdiction to set rates for every state because 40 P.S. § 221.16

authorizes the Rehabilitator to develop a plan that changes SHIP’s

policies and rates as part of the Plan. Ex. RP-55 at 95-96.

 The Plan notes that state insurance regulators have expressed concern

that the Plan will not require approval of the rates by state in which

the policies were issued. Ex. RP-55 at 96.

 The Plan includes an “Issue State Rate Approvals” section. Ex. RP-

55 at 108. That section places express restrictions on the time in

which any “opt-out” state must review rates (60 days) and the form in

which it must approve them (seriatim) that are inconsistent with many

state practices. Ex. RP-55 at 111.

 The options in “opt-out” States will be more limited than the Plan

options in other States. Ex. RP-55 at at 113 (no enhanced NFO

option), 116-117 (comparison noting no Basic Policy Endorsement or

enhanced Basic Policy Endorsement and only reduced NFO option).

 The Plan’s Issue State Rate Approval section contains provisions

warning that the effect of an “opt out” under the section may place

policyholders in the state in a worse position than others under the

Plan. Ex. RP-55 at 109 (“The effects of a state ‘opting out’ under this
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section may include a reduced number of meaningful options for

affected policyholders and some of those policyholders paying higher

premiums than they would under the Plan. In addition, some

policyholders who do not make an election may face involuntary

benefit reductions.”), 111-113, 116-118. It also contains a warning

that the Rehabilitator may advise policyholders that premium rates are

the result of decision by the “opt out” state. Ex. RP-55 at 112, 115.

The Court also heard the testimony of Patrick Cantilo and Vincent Bodnar

concerning the Plan and the state rate approval process. They testified that:

 State disapprovals of rate increases was a “big problem” for SHIP.

Tr. 63-64. See Tr. 159, 283. The state rate structure and rate approval

process constituted a “problem.” Tr. 77.

 The Rehabilitator expected “resistance” from state insurance

regulators to premium rate increases because they “feel strongly”

about exercising what the Rehabilitator acknowledged was their

authority over rates. Tr. 82. See Tr. 169 (referring to regulators as

“surrendering” to the Pennsylvania Commissioner the ability to set

rates under the Plan).

 In this regard, the Plan is “unprecedented.” Tr. 82.
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 Most states have codified having the state of issue of an insurance

policy be the principal regulator for the rates for those policies. Tr.

155.

 The State Insurance Regulators’ objections on this point were

“consistent with statutes” that only the state insurance regulator of a

particular state can approve rate increases on policies issued in that

state. Tr. 157.

 The Plan does not follow the standard rule of having the issue state

control the rate process. Tr. 158-159. This is because of the

“problem” of uneven state rate approvals and the Rehabilitator’s view

that it was not “common sense” for the Rehabilitator not to control

rates. Tr. 159

 The Issue State Rate Approval section allows policyholders to

voluntarily pay the full rate requested, even if that rate was not

approved by the state regulator, which violates state statutes. Tr. 161,

167.

 The Issue State Rate Approval section requires approval within 60

days and on a “seriatim” basis. Tr. 162-163. This differs from the

time periods and manner in which many states approve rates. Tr. 163,
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410-411. State approval on a group basis is a “problem.” Tr. 163.

See Tr. 413.

 Policyholders in “opt out” states will suffer deeper reductions in

benefits than those in other states, and opting out “will be harmful” to

them. Tr. 169-170.

This record evidence provides a firm factual foundation for the State

Insurance Regulators’ legal arguments that the Plan provisions superseding state

rate review (1) exceed the authority granted to the Rehabilitator (and the Court) by

the Pennsylvania statutes, (2) violate the Full Faith and Credit Clause (a violation

not cured by the “Issue State Rate Approval” section’s “opt out”), and (3) violate

the comity due the statutes of other States. The legal basis for those contentions

has been set forth in the State Insurance Regulators’ Pre-Hearing Memorandum at

37-51 and Rebuttal Pre-Hearing Memorandum at 11-14. The State Insurance

Regulators will present those arguments in the context of the factual record

developed at the hearing when they make their post-hearing filing on June 14,

2021.

Conclusion

For the above reasons, the State Insurance Regulators request that the Court

reconsider its order granting the Rehabilitator’s oral motion in the nature of a
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directed verdict regarding the “issue state rate approval option” and deny the

motion.
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1                         -  -  -
2                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  The purpose of the
3           prehearing conference is to set up a
4           schedule for a hearing on the amended
5           rehabilitation plan.  So I think what
6           we're going to do is start with the
7           rehabilitator, which proposed a schedule
8           in the application.
9                  Mr. Cantilo, are you going to be

10           presenting on behalf of the rehabilitator,
11           or is that going to be Mr. Broadbent?
12                  MR. CANTILO:  It's going to be
13           Mr. Broadbent, your Honor, although, I'm
14           happy to answer any of the Court's
15           questions.
16                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Okay.  All right.
17           And I don't see anyone's name, so please
18           identify yourselves if and when you speak.
19           All right, Mr. Broadbent, now I see you.
20                  What I would like every person on
21           the call today to do, by the way, is
22           identify, number one, whether the party
23           intends to present witness testimony,
24           whether that will include expert
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1           final deadline for the rehabilitator
2           allows us and the parties to get
3           everything necessary out to everyone else
4           and acknowledges that there may be matters
5           that come up approaching the hearing that
6           we, the rehabilitator, think should be
7           addressed.
8                  As far as the witnesses and
9           exhibits, we are still preparing our plan

10           for the hearing, but we do intend to have
11           some expertise at the hearing in the
12           nature of an actuarial witness, as well as
13           Mr. Cantilo will offer some fact testimony
14           and some testimony on the plan.
15                  But the bulk of what we intend to
16           do, in our view, is rely, in part, on what
17           the remaining parties have to say about
18           their intentions at the hearing.
19                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  How long do you
20           think your presentation will take?  And I
21           realize that's premature in that you don't
22           have the prehearing statements of
23           everyone, but ballpark.
24                  MR. BROADBENT:  Patrick looks like

Page 7

1           testimony, or whether the person intends
2           to participate only by cross-examining the
3           witnesses presented by other parties.
4                  Mr. Broadbent.
5                  MR. BROADBENT:  Thank you, your
6           Honor.  We have our proposed schedule from
7           the application as your Honor referenced.
8           And although it may have been premature,
9           as your Honor found, we think that the

10           general outline of the schedule that we've
11           set forth here is the right one.
12                  I guess the things to highlight in
13           there, in addition to the deadlines would
14           be, one, we think that the prehearing
15           memorandum will be helpful to the parties
16           and the Court in identifying the issues,
17           particularly because the bulk of the
18           objections are legal questions rather than
19           purely factual questions.  And, two, we
20           think that the structure of the exhibit
21           presentation and information presentation,
22           in other words, all parties delivering
23           exhibits as of a certain date, an
24           opportunity for some response, and then a

Page 9

1           he may have -- Mr. Cantilo may have
2           something to add here.  We haven't quite,
3           your Honor, planned an outline of what
4           everything will look like.
5                  Patrick, if you have something to
6           add, please do.
7                  MR. CANTILO:  Your Honor, I
8           actually have given a little bit of
9           thought of that this morning because I

10           thought you might ask that question.  And
11           my best estimate is that we could put on
12           our full plan within two days.
13                  And, of course, we would then want
14           to rebut any objections to the plan.  But
15           in terms of informing the Court about
16           elements of the plan in which we think the
17           Court will be interested and explaining
18           some of the issues around the aspects of
19           the plan that are not obvious, even to us
20           who have been sleeping with it for a year
21           now, that can all be done, I think, within
22           two days.
23                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Okay.  So because,
24           Mr. Broadbent, your schedule works
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Page 22

1           for prehearing discovery.  The Court is
2           not going to permit depositions.  I do
3           believe, however, that every party that
4           wishes to present evidence should exchange
5           their exhibit and witness list well in
6           advance of the hearing.
7                  Time is of the essence, and we
8           could spend two years exchanging
9           information, and that's going to kill any

10           hope of rehabilitation.  So we've really
11           got to move along.  I think the best way
12           to deal with the prehearing discovery
13           issues is for any party that's unhappy
14           with the rehabilitator's response should
15           notify the Court, and we'll have, you
16           know, a very brief hearing on the issue.
17                  In the Court's view, this is not a
18           rehabilitation by committee.  It's a
19           rehabilitation by the insurance
20           commissioner and the deputy rehabilitator.
21           They are not required to have everyone in
22           the room with them whenever they have a
23           meeting with their lawyer or their
24           actuary.  All reasonable requests for

Page 24

1                  MR. LESLIE:  Your Honor, if you
2           could indulge me for just few minutes, I'd
3           be grateful.
4                  So my three clients are three
5           senior insurance regulators.  We're not
6           participating here to sit in the room with
7           the rehabilitator.  My clients are
8           rehabilitators.  They understand the
9           challenges faced by the Pennsylvania

10           Commissioner here.  We're not interested
11           in discovery.  We haven't asked for
12           discovery.  And we respect the role of the
13           Pennsylvania Commissioner here in dealing
14           with a difficult situation.
15                  That said, the rehabilitator is the
16           proponent of this plan, and we believe we
17           have a right to object if we believe it is
18           appropriate to do so.  And we believe as
19           the proponent, the rehabilitator has had
20           the resources, the time, the experts to
21           put the plan together.  And to put
22           together a report and an analysis that
23           undoubtedly will be provided to the Court.
24                  I can't imagine the Court is going

Page 23

1           information that any party needs to
2           present a case -- and I'm not sure that
3           anybody has a case.  Realistically, if you
4           want to participate in the rehabilitation
5           plan, you should have a position either
6           that you want the plan disapproved so the
7           company can go into liquidation -- it
8           would be helpful, by the way, if you would
9           all let your positions be known well in

10           advance of the hearing.
11                  Your other position may be that
12           there's a modification.  There's a way
13           that you believe, with the assistance of
14           your experts, that would make the plan
15           more likely to succeed and be more
16           advantageous to the policyholders.  So the
17           Court will be happy to hear what you have
18           to say in that regard.
19                  So I will let -- Mr. Horwich, I'll
20           start with you.  Is that acceptable?
21                  MR. HORWICH:  Yes, that is
22           acceptable.
23                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  All right.
24           Mr. Leslie?

Page 25

1           to accept as evidence simply oral
2           testimony from experts.  I would think
3           there will be a written report that
4           explains why this plan meets the
5           constitutional and statutory standards
6           that the rehabilitator acknowledges it
7           needs to meet.
8                  We have consistently asked to see
9           that report and see that analysis.  We are

10           not interested in redoing the work the
11           rehabilitator has done.  The rehabilitator
12           has loaded a tremendous amount of data
13           into that electronic data room.  We aren't
14           interested in replicating that work.
15                  We want to see what the
16           rehabilitator's analysis is, what will the
17           rehabilitator rely upon for purposes of
18           the evidentiary hearing in the way of a
19           report and an analysis presented to the
20           Court.  We want to see that.  The sooner
21           we see that, the better.  We think we
22           ought to see that and everyone else in the
23           case ought to see that sooner rather than
24           later.
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1                  Your Honor, this is within the
2           context of the fact that this plan is
3           novel.  There is no precedent for a plan
4           like this.  My clients believe it's
5           unlawful.  We believe it's unlawful both
6           constitutionally and statutorily.  And we
7           believe those legal questions should be
8           addressed, we would respectfully suggest
9           initially, because we believe they are

10           dispositive.  And depending on how the
11           Court would rule on that, it would affect
12           how the plan moves forward.  It could be
13           modified.  I could be simply dead in the
14           water.
15                  Now, we recognize time matters, and
16           we don't seek to be in the way, to slow
17           that down.  And we believe those legal
18           questions can be expeditiously briefed and
19           submitted to the Court.  And we think --
20           we propose that that should be the first
21           phase here and that before we go to the
22           expense of an evidentiary hearing, those
23           legal questions should be addressed.  But
24           if the Court prefers to deal with the

Page 28

1           your Honor, yes.  And it's not just those
2           three states.  It's all the states there
3           are --
4                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  I understand that
5           only three states are raising that
6           specific objection.
7                  MR. LESLIE:  There are two states
8           litigating that question with the
9           rehabilitator right now outside of this

10           proceeding.  So there's a pending lawsuit
11           in South Carolina and another in
12           Louisiana.  So this is not an issue that
13           regulators -- it's not just three
14           regulators that have a concern.
15                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  All right.  The
16           question the Court has for Maine and
17           Massachusetts is, do you have a proposed
18           modification to the plan that would
19           address that concern?
20                  MR. LESLIE:  Your Honor, we don't
21           believe the constitution allows the
22           Pennsylvania Commissioner of Insurance as
23           rehabilitator or a Pennsylvania Court to
24           supercede the statutes of the other states

Page 27

1           legal questions and the factual questions
2           all at the same time, of course that's the
3           way it should be done.
4                  We ask, with respect, that we see
5           that report and the analysis the
6           rehabilitator intends to rely upon at the
7           hearing now so that we can do the right
8           kind of briefing, we can make the right
9           kind of submissions to the Court.  We

10           think that's efficient, we think it's
11           fair, and we think it's consistent with
12           fundamental due process.  Thank you, your
13           Honor.
14                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Well, your position
15           is quite clear that the plan, as proposed,
16           which is what has been filed with the
17           Court, is illegal because Full Faith and
18           Credit Clause does not authorize this
19           Court in ruling on a rehabilitation plan
20           to sidestep the requirements of the states
21           of Maine, Massachusetts, and Washington
22           for review of every rate change, correct?
23           That's your position?
24                  MR. LESLIE:  That's one argument,

Page 29

1           on rate reviews in a rehabilitation.
2                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  So the answer is
3           no?
4                  MR. LESLIE:  That issue is not
5           susceptible of modification because it's
6           unlawful.  So rates -- the rate issue here
7           goes to the question -- all of these rate
8           reviews that are --
9                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  But there is a

10           modification.  To sidestep that issue, you
11           could opt out and undertake your own
12           rehabilitation.  You could do an ancillary
13           receivership.  Have you considered that?
14                  MR. LESLIE:  No, your Honor.  I
15           don't think that's practical because all
16           of the assets are in Pennsylvania.  The
17           Pennsylvania Commissioner, as
18           rehabilitator, has control of virtually
19           all the assets of the company.  So an
20           ancillary proceeding, there aren't assets
21           to merit doing something like that.  It
22           would also --
23                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  But if there were a
24           settlement, assets could be moved to Maine
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1           or Massachusetts and placed into
2           receivership.
3                  Have you negotiated -- this is my
4           question for the parties:  Have you tried
5           to negotiate a resolution?
6                  MR. LESLIE:  No.  We've had no
7           dialogue.  We make requests, and then we
8           see a legal filing in the Court.  We
9           don't -- we are very frustrated that this

10           dialogue seems to occur through the Court,
11           through filings.  We'd rather be having
12           direct telephone conversations.  That's
13           how we as regulators deal with issues, and
14           that's how we'd like to deal with this
15           one.  That hasn't happened.  That's why
16           we're bothering the Court with these kind
17           of issues.
18                  This -- the rehabilitator has had
19           control of the timing here.  The
20           rehabilitator has a huge amount of money
21           to hire experts and analyze these
22           questions.  They decide when to present
23           the plan.  They should have anticipated --
24           and I'm sure they have -- that these

Page 32

1                  So I guess I would like to hear
2           from Mr. Broadbent whether it makes sense
3           to you to address the legal question posed
4           by the three state interveners in advance
5           of the hearing, at the same time?  What is
6           your thought?
7                  MR. BROADBENT:  Thank you, your
8           Honor.  Candidly, I'm not sure what has
9           Mr. Leslie frustrated about the schedule

10           that we proposed or our process here
11           because I believe that what we've done is
12           addressed these very issues in a logical
13           way.  In other words, we think that
14           everything should be addressed at once,
15           but we do include a process by which the
16           parties will separately address the legal
17           issues and lay out their arguments and lay
18           out the items they intend to address
19           before the hearing so that everything can
20           be presented, everyone can be on the same
21           page going into the hearing.
22                  But for the reason that your Honor
23           has said, they're addressing the legal
24           question before understanding how the plan
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1           questions would be presented because they
2           are basic, they are foundational question.
3           This question over rates is just one of
4           the problems here.
5                  And so they should have the answers
6           to this.  They should be able to show
7           this.  We are always willing to talk.  My
8           clients are regulators, and we're willing
9           to talk.  Comity should be the way in

10           which state-based regulation works.  We're
11           not interested in a piecemeal plan to deal
12           with this company.  That's not what we're
13           advocating for.
14                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  All right.  But
15           it's very hard to know whether -- it's the
16           chicken-and-egg problem.  If the
17           rehabilitation has no reasonable
18           likelihood of success, why do we have to
19           decide these foundational legal questions?
20           And at this point, I don't think the Court
21           is in a position to know whether or not
22           the rehabilitation plan has a reasonable
23           likelihood of success, but that is the
24           standard.

Page 33

1           will work, or addressing how the plan will
2           work before the legal question.  Neither
3           one makes sense.  The way to approach it
4           is everything together because the two
5           things are entirely dependent.
6                  And if there is a legal issue, it's
7           not like we'll have wasted our time having
8           conducted a hearing on factual issues.  I
9           think that will be useful.  And so, in our

10           view, there's no reason not to proceed as
11           we suggested to the hearing on all issues
12           at once.
13                  MR. CANTILO:  Your Honor, may I add
14           a couple of comments to that?
15                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Yes.
16                  MR. CANTILO:  Perhaps Mr. Leslie
17           forgets this, but we actually did commence
18           a dialogue after his involvement
19           commenced.  Unfortunately, that was not
20           fruitful.  But that's not to say that
21           we're insensitive to the issues that he
22           raised.
23                  On behalf of their three clients,
24           which started out being Maine and
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1           always the gold star in any rehabilitation
2           because the other alternative is to go
3           straight to liquidation and have these
4           policyholders taken over by the -- become
5           wards of the various state guaranty funds.
6           I'm not sure that every state at this
7           point has a guaranty fund that covers
8           long-term care insurance.  I'm just not up
9           to date on that point.

10                  Mr. Cantilo, are you?
11                  MR. CANTILO:  I am, your Honor.
12           The only state that, arguably, does not
13           have a guaranty association to provide
14           this company LTC benefit protection would
15           be New York.  The company did not sell
16           policies in New York.  Policies sold to
17           people in other states are now held by New
18           York residents because they moved to that
19           state.
20                  If the New York safety fund --
21           security fund, rather, does not cover
22           them, then under arrangement with in
23           NOLHGA, to which Ms. Glawe or someone else
24           can speak in more detail, the Pennsylvania
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1                  MR. LESLIE:  These are national
2           issues.
3                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  I was --
4                  MR. LESLIE:  Yes, your honor.
5                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  I was chief counsel
6           to the Pennsylvania Insurance Department
7           many years ago, and I certainly understand
8           your concern about your authority as well
9           as your responsibility.

10                  MR. LESLIE:  Thank you.
11                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Does anyone else
12           wish to speak on the question of whether
13           the legal questions raised by Maine,
14           Massachusetts, and Washington should be
15           resolved in advance of the hearing on the
16           plan?
17                  MR. HORWICH:  Your Honor, Harold
18           Horwich for the health insurers.  We think
19           there should -- we agree with the
20           rehabilitator that the legal questions as
21           well as the factual questions should be
22           taken up in a single hearing because we
23           think that there are, at least on some of
24           these issues, particularly the Carpenter
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1           Life and Health Insurance Guaranty
2           Association would cover those people.  So
3           as a practical matter, your Honor, every
4           U.S. resident holder of a SHIP policy will
5           be protected by some guaranty association.
6           There may be one or two non-U.S. residents
7           who won't have that protection.  I can't
8           even remember right now, your Honor,
9           whether SHIP has non-U.S. policyholders.

10           You may recall that Penn did, but I think
11           that's the only exception.
12                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Mr. Leslie, I do
13           have a question.  Do you know how many
14           policyholders are in Maine, how many are
15           in Massachusetts of the 50,000?
16                  MR. LESLIE:  And in Washington?
17                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  Yes.
18                  MR. LESLIE:  Probably approximately
19           2,000 between the three states.
20           Washington has the largest number of
21           policyholders.  But the point isn't the
22           number of policyholders in those three
23           states.
24                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  I understand.
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1           test, the legal and factual issues are
2           inextricably intertwined.  So we favor the
3           approached offered by the rehabilitator of
4           having a unitary program.
5                  JUDGE LEAVITT:  All right.  We are
6           now -- I assume no one else wishes to
7           speak on that issue, so we are going
8           forward on the week of May 18th.  We're
9           going to hear all the evidence and all the

10           legal argument on that during that hearing
11           week.  There will be no prehearing formal
12           discovery.  There will be prehearing
13           informal discovery.  Any request of the
14           rehabilitator for documents or for other
15           information needed to prepare for the
16           hearing, you will take up with the
17           rehabilitator, and if not satisfied with
18           the response, contact the Court.  And that
19           contact should be by writing.
20                  Just so everyone knows, Mr. Fink,
21           who works for the Commonwealth Court and
22           is the special deputy chief counsel for
23           insolvencies, can be contacted by e-mail
24           or by phone if you have any questions
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